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In this paper it is shown that almost all digraphs G of order n contain only kernels K such 
that 
logn-loglogn-1.43~IKJ~logn-Ioglogn+2.11 
and the number K(G) of kernels of G verifies 
na.9i3+o(i) < K(G) < h’+O(‘) as Il+ m, 
This gives a positive answer to a conjecture raised by P. Hansen. 
1. Definitions and notations 
A kernel of a digraph G = (X, U), where X is the set of vertices and U is the 
set of arcs of G, is a subset of vertices K c X having the following two properties: 
(i) K is an independent set of vertices, i.e. any two vertices x, y E K are not 
adjacent; 
(ii) For every vertex z E X\K there is at least one vertex t E K such that 
(2, t) E u. 
It is well known (see [l]) that there are digraphs having no kernel; also, a 
digraph may contain many kernels. If G is symmetric, then any independent set 
of vertices which is maximal relatively to set inclusion is a kernel of G. In this 
case, a result by Moon and Moser [3] implies that the maximum number of 
kernels of a symmetric digraph G with n vertices is of order of 3n’3. 
Note also that the notion of kernel of a digraph has some applications in game 
theory [l]. 
If lKl = h the kernel K will be called an h-kernel. We denote by K,(G) the 
number of h-kernels of G, by K(G) the number of all kernels of G, and by 
N&m) the number of digraphs G of order 12 having exactly m h-kernels. 
It is easy to see that the number of digraphs with vertex-set X = {xi, . . . , x,} 
is equal to 2”‘-“. 
We shall use the following notations: 
5 
EL 
-the random variable taking value m with probability N,Jm)/2”*-“; 
v&l:, 
-the expectation of &h; 
-the variance of &. 
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For any m > (g) we have N,,,(m) = 0 and we obtain also that E&Yn,h is the mean 
value of K,(G) taken for all digraphs G of order it, because N,Jm)/2”-” is the 
probability of the event that a digraph with n vertices has m h-kernels. 
For any real x we denote by 1x1 the integer part of x and by [xl = - l-x], 
i.e., the smallest integer not less than x. 
All the logarithms with unspecified base used here are to the base 2. By 
definition, we shall consider that 0’ = (E) = 1. 
2. Asymptotic estimations for the size of the kernels 
In this section we first calculate the mean E&+ 
Let G1,..., Gp be all digraphs with vertex-set X = {xi, . . . , x,} and 
El,..., E, be all h-subsets of X, where p = 2”‘-” and q = (z) for any 0 s h s n. 
Proposition 1. The following equality holds 
E&z,/, = ;: 0 2-h*+h(l _ 2-h)“_h 
’ Proof. For any set Ej c X we denote by nl(Ej) the number of digraphs 
G = (X, U) such that Ej is an h-kernel of G. It is obvious that 
We now compute the right hand side of this equation. 
If X\Ej= {yl,. . . f Y~-~} denote by A,(1 <k cn - h) the set of all digraphs 
G = (X, U) satisfying the following two .properties: 
(i) Ej is an independent set of vertices; 
(ii) For every vertex x E Ej we have (yk, x) 4 U, i.e., there is no arc from y, 
towards Ej. 
Since the number of digraphs with vertex set X for which Ej is an independent set 
is equal to 2n2-n-h2+h, by the inclusion-exclusion Principle it follows that 
n-h 
I I 
n-h 
nl(Ej) = 2nz-n-hz+h - kQl Ak = 2n2-n-h2+h + c (-l)k 2 
I I 
n A/c 
k=l Kc(liK;,.;n-h) keK 
= 2n=-n-h=+h s; (_l)k(n ; h)2-“k = y--n--h’+h (1 _ 2-h)“-h. 
Hence we can write 
2 nI(Ej) = ( ;)2n’-n-h’+h(l - 2-h)n-h, 
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E,& =; $ K,(G,) = ( ;)2-h2+h(l - 2+)“-! 0 
1 1 
Proposition 2. For sufficiently large n there exist /3(n), r(n); p(n) E (-1.43, 
-1.42) and r(n) E (2.10, 2.11) such that: 
lim,,, EEn,h = 0 for every h such that 1 <h<logn-loglogn+P(n) or 
logn-loglogn+y(n)<hcnand 
lim,,, EL,h = CQ for every h E (log n - log log n + p(n), log n - log log n + 
r(n)). 
Moreover, E&,h h unimodul for h E [log n - log log n + /3(n), log n - 
log log n + v(n)] having a maximum in a neighborhood of log n - log log n on this 
interval. 
Proof. From (1) it is clear that if h = h(n) is bounded as n + 00, or there exists a 
constant C > 0 such that h(n) < C as n+ m then we deduce that lim,,, E5;I,h = 0. 
Suppose further that lim,,, h(n) = 00. By the Stirling asymptotic formula we find 
that 
n 0 J II nn h- 2nh(n - h) * hh(n - h)nph ’ 
hence log E&h - E(n, h), where 
and lim,,, q(n) = e, since 0 < vn/2nh(n - h) < l/G and lim,,, h/2h = 0. 
If h 3 n’-& for a fixed E E (0,1) we deduce that E(n, h) s n log n + h - h2, 
hence lim,,, E(n, h) = --m or lim,,, El& = 0. Otherwise h <n’-‘, which 
implies that lim,,, h/n = 0. We shall suppose that lim,,, h(n) = m but 
lim,,, h(n)/n = 0. We can write 
n log n - (n - h)log(n - h) = (n - h)log n - (n - h)log(n - h) + h log n 
= (n - h)log(n/(n - h)) + h log n = h log q(n) + h log n, 
where lim,,, q(n) = e, hence 
E(n,h)=-glogq(n)+h-h2+hlog+(n)+hlogn-hlogh+O(l) 
= -slogq(n) + h(logn - h)- hlogh + h(1 +log+(n)) +0(l). 
Let now h = log n - log log n +x(n). We obtain 
E(n, h) = log n(1 + log q(n) -x(n) - 2-“(“) log v(n)) + O((log log n)‘). 
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If we denote 
H(x) = 1+ log +(n) - x - 2-I log &n) (2) 
we find H’(x) = -1 + In 2 log (p(n)2-“, hence H(x) is strictly increasing for 
x E (-03, 6(n)] and strictly decreasing for x E [6(n), a), where 6(n) is the unique 
solution of the equation 
2-” = l/in 2 log q(n) 
Note that lim,,, s(n) = 0 since lim,,, q(n) = e. 
For n + m equation H(x) = 0 becomes 1 + loge -x - 2-” log e = 0 and this 
equation has two roots x1 E (-1.43, -1.42) and x2 E (2.10,2.11). The proof is 
complete. Cl 
Corollary. The size of the kernels for almost all digraphs belongs to the interval 
[log n - log log n - 1.43, log 12 - log log n + 2.111 
as n + m, hence it takes at most four distinct values. 
Proof. Let Q(n, h) be the number of digraphs of order n which have h-kernels. 
Denote tl= [logn-loglogn-1.431, tZ= [logn-loglogn+2.11] and R(n) 
the set of integers h, 1 =z h s n, that do not belong to the interval [log n - 
log log n - 1.43, log n - log log n + 2.111. Since Ecn,h 2 Q(n, h)/2”‘-” it follows 
that 
hEgnj Qh hVn2-” s hE& %,h c J%t, + EE,,,, + EEn,tz+~ 
+ c Rl.h +O asn+m 
heR(n)Vrl, 2, rz+ij 
since l+loge-x-2-“loge<-1 forxs-2andforxa4. •i 
3. Asymptotic estimations of the number of kernels 
In order to estimate the number of the kernels of digraphs we first calculate the 
variance V&,. 
Proposition 3. The following equality holds: 
where den, h, j) = 2--2hz+2h+j2-_j(l _ 2j--h)2(h-_j)(l _ 21-h + 2i-2hy--2h+j. 
Proof. We consider the set P of all ordered pairs (E,, E,), where E,, ES are 
h-subsets of X and 16 r, s c q = (z). For each digraph Gj (i = 1, . . . , p = 2n2-n) 
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we denote by p(Gi) the number of pairs (E,, E,) such that both E, and Es are 
h-kernels of Gi. On the other hand, for each pair (E,, E,j E P we denote by 
nz(E,, Es) the number of digraphs Gj such that E, and Es are both kernels of Gi. 
It is clear that 
zlP(Gi) = (E T) (3) 
r? s E 
p n~(Erj Es)* 
Note that if digraph Gi has m h-kernels, then p(Gi) = m*, and the number of such 
digraphs Gi is equal to N,,,(m). Therefore we have 
Hence we obtain 
We now calculate the right hand side of (3). Let (E,, Es) E P such that 
IE, fl Es1 = j and 0 <j < h. The number n2(E,, Es) may be computed as follows: 
Denote X\(E, U Es) = {xl, . . . , x,-~+~}; E,\E, = {ul, . . . , Uh_j} and E,\E, = 
{VI, . . . 3 v,_~}. Denote the sets of digraphs having vertex set X and E, and Es as 
independent sets by: 
Ai, * *. ,An-~+j if there is no arc from xi, . . . , x,_*,,+~ towards E,; 
BI,. . . ) Bn-2/z+j if there is no arc from x1, . . . , x,-~~+~ towards Es; 
Cl, f *. J C,_j if there is no arc from ui, . . . , uh+ towards E,\E,; 
D1,. . . ) Dh_j if there is no arc from vr, . . . , vh_i towards E,\E,. 
Since the number of arcs included into E, U Es is equal to 4(i) - 2(i) we obtain 
that the number of digraphs for which E, and Es are both independent sets is 
equal to 
c(n, /,, j) = 2n2-n-2hZ+2h+j2-j. 
It follows that n2(EI, E,)=c(~, h, j)--IA, U***UA,_,+jU B1 U***U B,_,+jU 
c,u.. sUCh_jUD,U”*oUD,_jI. 
It is clear that IAil = lBjl= c(~z, h, j)2-h; lC,l = IDjl = c(n, h, j)2-‘h-i); JAi f~ 
Bjl = c(n, h, j)2-2h for i fj but (Ai fl Bi( = c(n, h, j)2-(2h-i) and so on. 
By the Principle of inclusion and exclusion we find 
n2(E,, E,) = c(n, h, j)( I+ 2i~~1” (-I)’ 
since the number of all sets A, B, C and D is equal to 2(n - h); indices il, . . . , ik 
may be chosen from { 1, . . . , n - 2h + j} in (” -ih ’ j) ways; indices jr, . . . , jp may 
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be chosen from (1, . . . , II - 2h + j}\{il, . . . , ik} in (” -2hP+i-k) ways and indices 
k 19 * * * , k, from (1, . . . ,2(h -j)} in (2’h[i)) ways. Also we have 
[Ai, f-~ . . .nAi,nBi,n...nBi,nVj,n...nvj~nw,,n...nw~~l 
= c(n, h,j)2-(&(2h_j)+ph+q(h-_j)) =c(n h , 9 j)2-ht+kj+qi 7 
where Vjm = A, or Bj~ for 1 s M up and Wkm = C,_ if k,,,<h-j; W,_= 
Dk__(h_j,ifkmah-j+lforeverylcmsq. 
But sets Vjm can be chosen to be A, or Bj~ for 1 s m <p into 2p ways, and the 
proof of (4) is complete. Note that 
hence if we denote 
0, k, j, 0 = c 
(n-2h+j)! 
(2(h - j)) 2k+p+q=,k!p!(n-2h+j-k-p)! q 262qj2p 
k,p,q*O 
we obtain 
n,(E,, ES) = c(n, h, j)( 1 + 2’nzh’ (-1)‘2-h’cu(n, k, j, t)). 
t=1 
By the multinomial formula we find that (~(n, k, j, t) is the coefficient of X’ in the 
development of the polynomial 
P(X) = (2P + 2x + 1)“~“+‘(2’X + 1)2@--j). 
It follows that 
2(n-h) 
z. (-1)‘2-h’cw(n, k, j, t) = P(-2-h), 
which implies 
n2(~,, E,) = 2n*-n-ZJz’+Ur+j*-j(1 _ 2j-h)2(h-j)(l _ 21-h + 2j-2h)r-2h+j 
= 2nz-nd(n, h, j). 
For any j (0 G j d h) there exist (:)(;)(:1!) pairs (E,, ES) E P such that lE, n 
,!?,I = j and (PI = q2 = (z)‘. Therefore we have 
(E,;)epn2(Er7 Ed= [(;)‘-,$ (I)(:)(“,T:)12”‘-“d(n, k 0) 
+ 2 (~)(:)(“,~~)2n’-n4n, h,j) 
j=l 
=A (z)(;K;) 2n2-n(d(n, h j) - d(n, h, 0)) 
n2 
+h 0 
y2-n-2h2+2h(l _ 2-h)2n-2h. (5) 
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From (1) (3) and (5) we obtain 
hence 
v&h = %;,h - (E~~,h)2=(~),~(~)(“,I:)(d(n,h,j)-d(n.h.o)). 
Proposition 4. Let h E [log n - log log n - 1.42, log n - log log n + 2.11. There 
exists a constant C > 0 such that when n + a for almost all digraphs G of order n, 
the number K,(G) of h-kernels of G satisfies the following estimation: 
Proof. In order to estimate v&h we denote for every j (1 Cj S h) 
aj=(f)(“,T:) (d(n, h, j) - d(n, h, 0)). 
For any j < h we deduce 
aj+l _ (h -i)’ -- 
aj (j+l)(n-2h+j+l) 
. 2j*+j(l _ 21-h + 2j+l--Zh)n--Ul+j+l(l _ 2j+l-h)Z(h-j-l) _ (1 _ 24)2n-2h 
2j*-‘(1 _ 21-h + 2j-2h )&h+j(l_ 2.- ( -’ J h)2h I)_ (1 _2-h)2”-” ’ 
The proof is subdivided into steps (A)-(D). 
(A) Let 16j s h/2 - 1. In this case we have 
(I_ 2-h)+” 
$F_ (1 _ 21-h + 2j+l-2h)n-2h+j+l = ’ (6) 
and 
,im (1 _ 21-h + 2i+l-~)~-~+i+l= 1 
(7) n_m (1 _ 21-h + 2j--2h)n--m+i 
for every j = 0, . . . , h/2, since h E [log n - log log n - 1.42, log n - log log n + 
2.11. It is clear that (1 - 2j-h)2(h--j) E [& 1) for 1 <j s h - 1 and lim,,, (1 - 
2j-h)2(h-j) = 1 if j 6 h/2. If there exists M > 0 such that j d M as n + ~4, it follows 
that lim ,,_,- aj+i/aj = 0, hence aj+i/aj < 1 for n large enough. 
We shall show that the same conclusion holds if lim,,, j = 00. To see this note 
that 
aj+l (h - j)222i(u(n) -= al(n) - cu,(n)/2j*+j 
aj (j + l)(n - 2h + j + 1) . as(n) - cu,(n)/2j’-j ’ 
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where cr(n), a,(n), a*(n), a3(n) tend to 1 as 
(h -j)222’ 
i<jPtZj -1 (j + l)(n - 2h + j + 1) 
n + 00. It is easy to see that 
is reached for j = [h/2] - 1 if n is sufficiently large. It follows that for every 
h E [log TZ - log log n - 1.42, log IZ - log log n + 2. l] we have 
(h - j)222’ 1 
h?::’ (j + l)(n - 2h + j + 1) G 2 ’ 
for everyj= 1,. . . , [h/2] - 1, which implies that uj+i/uj < 1 as n-_, ~4. 
(B) Let $(l + a) <j <h for a fixed (Y E (0, 1). In this case by standard methods 
we find: 
and 
lim sup (1 - 2-h)2”-2h n_m (1 _ 21-h + 2j+l-2h)n-2h+j+l s ’ 
lim inf (1 _ 21-h + 2j+l--2h)n--ul+j+l, 1 
n_m (1 _ 21-h + 2j-2h)n-2h+j - J 
hence 
ai+l> (h - j)222j P(h, i + 1) - r(i) 
aj Y (j + l)(n - 2h +j + 1) . /?(h, j) - ~(Tz, h, j) 
where 
P(h, j) = (1 _ 2j--h)Xh-_j); y(j) = 2-(i’+i) and 
‘(n, h, j) =2jz_j(l (L2~-~-~)~~~~)“-“+j 1 
One obtains that /3(h, j) E [$, 1) and y(j) and 6(n, h, j) tend to 0 as it+ ~0 for 
everyhE[logn-loglogn-1.42, logn-loglogn+2.1]. 
Since 2” > 2 h(l+n) > 2(logn-loglogn--2)(l+nj = (n/log n)1+a2-2(1+a), it follows that 
lim ,,_+- aj+Jaj = ~0, hence aj+i/aj > 1 as II * CQ. 
(C) If 4 - 1 <j G $(l + a) note that (6) still holds. We can write 
(;jaj (:K;J [2jz_j (1 _ 2j--h)Xh-_j)(l _ 21-h + 2i-~)n-~+i p= 
(E&z,h)2 n (1 - 2-h)2”-2h 
-1 . 
0 
1 
h 
(8) 
It is clear that 
yJ$)(;r;)/(;) =h(; I:)/(;)<:* 
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By the Stirling formula we find that 
hence by a straightforward computation we deduce 
, 
where j = ih(l + p) and p E (-4/h, LY] because h = log n + O(log log n). It 
follows that p’ - 1 < 0 since (Y E (0, 4). For j = h we obtain 
lo~[(~)~j/(ES~,h)“]=-lO~E5.,h+lOg(l+o(l)) 
- -E(n, h) = o(log2 n) 
from the proof of Proposition 2. However 
hence aj < a,, for every h/2 - 1 < j G ih(l + a) whenever n+ CQ. 
(D) One can conclude that 
VSn,tz= (i)[ ‘h$y’ Qj + jz$,2, 9]< (I)C”l -I- ah)h* 
From (6), (8) and (9) we deduce that 
n 0 h al 
X0(1) 
02n 
and because there is a constant C, > 0 such that log E&,+ - E(n, h) > Cl log n, 
from (10) we obtain 
n 0 I h ah (E%,h)2 < 5 
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for some constant C2 > 0. It follows that 
L < h30(1) + hlncz %I h 
WA2 n ’ 
hence there is a constant C > 0 such that C < min(i, $C,), hence the function 
p(n) = Kc satisfies 
v’&.h 
:%- (E&,J2p2(n) = ‘- 
Chebyshev’s inequality in the probability theory states that if f > 0, then 
where P(A) is the probability of the event A. 
Taking t = l(n)E&h we have V&h/t2+ 0 as n + 00. It follows that for almost 
all digraphs G of order n we have 
I&(G) - E&J < t = y as n+m. 
Theorem. When n * QJ, almost all digraphs G with n vertices contain only kernels 
Ksuch that logn-loglogn-1.43c]K]slogn-loglogn+2.11 and the num- 
ber K(G) of all kernels of G satisfies the estimation 
n0.913+O(l) < K(G) <n’+“(‘). 
Proof. The first part of the Theorem follows from the Corollary. The second part 
will be deduced from Proposition 4 by an accurate study of the function H(x) 
given by (2). 
Upper bound. Since H(x) reaches its maximum for x = 6(n) and lim,,, 6(n) = 
0, from (2) it follows that max H(x) = 1 + o(l) as n --, 03. We deduce that 
max Ecn,h < 2(‘+“(‘))“Xn =n’+O(‘). 
h 
Hence 
K(G) S 4 m;x K,(G) < 4 m;x Egn,h(l + o(l)) =Z n’+“(l) 
for almost all digraphs G of order n as n + 00. 
Lowerbound. Ifh=(logn-loglogn+x)eZandxe[-1,2], then 
log E&h - log n(1 + log q(n) -x - 2-I log q(n) + o(1)) 
=logn -~(l+o(l))-x+l+lnl+o(l)) 
( 
1+ o(1) 
=logn(-~-x+1+&+0(1)(1+&-~)), 
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since lim,,, q(n) = lim,,, q(n) = e. Define F: [-1,2]+ R by 
F(x)=-z-x+l+i;;ljl+,(l)(l+$&). 
The function f(x) = -2-“/ln 2 - x + 1 + l/in 2 is strictly increasing for x E (-01, 0] 
and strictly decreasing for x E [0, CQ), hence F(x) is unimodal too when n is large 
enough and has a maximum near point P(0, 1). It follows that for every x E [0, l] 
one has 
max(F(x), F(x - 1)) a F(B), 
where /3 > 0 is the unique real number such that F(p) = F(P - l), i.e., the slope 
of the line passing through points M(B, F(p)) and N(/l - 1, F(/3 - 1)) is equal to 
zero. 
From the equation E;(p) = F(P - 1) we deduce that 
In In 2 
B=-=+ 
ln(1 +g) 
In2 ’ 
hence 
In In 2 + 
F(B)= ln2 
1 
+ o(1) = 0.9139 + o(1) > 0.913 + o(1). 
It follows that for every large n there exists an integer h = log n - log log n +x 
(- 1 s x s 2) such that E&h > r~‘.~~~+“(‘), which implies that 
K(G) 2 K,(G) > E&,(1 + o(1)) > n”.913+00) 
for almost all digraphs G of order n as n + M. 
This result answers affirmatively to the following conjecture raised by Hansen 
[2]: Almost all digraphs on n vertices have a kernel whenever n + 03. 
4. The case of antisymmetric digraphs 
Proposition 5. Almost all anttiymmetric digraphs of order n contain no kernel as 
n+m. 
Proof. Let AN&m) be the number of antisymmetric digraphs of order n 
containing m h-kernels and q,,h the random variable taking value m with 
probability 
AN,,,(m)/3”;‘. 
In a similar way as for Proposition 1 one can deduce that 
h.h = 0 ; 3-91 _ ($)-h)“-h 
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It will be shown that for any h = 1, . . , , n, lim,,, ~Ev~,~ = 0 holds, which 
implies the result in the statement of the Proposition. If h = h(n) is bounded as 
n + CC then it is clear that lim,,, nEr~~,~ = 0. 
Suppose further that lim,,, h(n) = M. One can show that log(nEq,,) - 
F(n, h), where 
F(n, h) = - 5 log qI(n) + h(log n - ; log 3) - h log h 
+ h y + log r,&(n)) + log n + O(1). 
Here the logarithms are in the base 1.5 and lim,,, vl(n) = lim,,, vi(n) = e. 
Let a=2/log3<1 and PER such that O<a<P<l. If hsplogn it follows 
that 
n 
--< _-$z --nl-B, 
1.5h 
thus 
F(n, h) < -nl-B log VI(n) + O((log n)‘). 
Otherwise, one can see that h > p log n implies 
F(n, h)sh(logn-hy)+O(logn) 
( 
log 3 
</3logn logn-Plogn- 
2 > 
+ O(log n) 
= @(log n)*( 1 - 7) + O(log n) 
and 
1-~l”g3<() 
2 
since p > a. 
It follows that lim,,, F(n, h) = -m for every h = 1, . . . , n and the proof is 
complete. 0 
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